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Letter of Comment

Name (first and last) Graham Williams Date: 25th October 2016

Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

Background  

I am a retired engineer who has lived in 6 provinces spanning Canada and have had accounts and work 
experience with most major and private sector utilities in the country. I currently live in  

 in a detached house built in 1980 which is not ducted to permit natural gas 
conversion and is largely heated with electric baseboard heaters. As such I consume most of my 
electricity at the higher tier 2 rate of 12.43c/kwh.   

General Comments on the two tier rate system 

1. The current two tier system is inequitable in that it unfairly discriminates against people owning 
single family homes .This runs counter to BC Hydros mandate which amongst other things 
states Hydro `will ensure customers receive safe, reliable and non-discriminatory energy 
services at low rates.”  

2. BC Hydro produces over 90% of its energy from hydro which has very low incremental 
operating costs; eg the unit cost of energy produced goes down with higher production. This is 
typical in most energy projects and in fact in most commercial and industrial operations. 
Instead of reflecting this basic business principle in their rate structure. BCHydro does exactly 
the opposite and charges higher, rather than lower, kwh rates as you consume above the 
minimal Tier 1 threshold   

3. The overall BC hydro tariff system is unnecessarily complicated and results in inequities 
between different residential and industrial users with a mish mash of different tier structures, 
capacity charges etc .Incredibly, it also appears a grandfathered preferential interruptible rates 
still exists for certain residences.  I believe the fairest system to all concerned is the standard 
utility model of fixed monthly capacity charge (which would be different for different types of 
users) plus a uniform flat energy rate for all consumers which better reflects the ongoing cost 
of energy production. This is the model I have experienced in other provinces and also the one 
used by Fortis in BC. It also the most appropriate for the future as Hydro moves into high front 
end capital projects such as Site C .  

4. If the current structure is meant to encourage conservation, it is totally ineffective as is 
demonstrated in my own case where. I have spent some $30000on improving insulation, 
replacing windows and installing a heat pump. This has reduced my annual consumption from 
32000 kwh to 23000 kwh (28% reduction ) but due to escalating hydro rates has resulted in an 
annual saving of  only $600 .This makes the payback on investment at least 50 years and more 
as rates go up .  

5. Further to 4, I support initiatives to reduce carbon emissions and if the BC government wish to 
financially incent people to do this, the best way is to reintroduce capital grants for energy 
efficiency conversions. I believe however this is the job of the BC government not BC Hydro 
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who should be directed to concentrate on their defined mandate to produce sustainable energy 
at the very lowest cost to consumers using well established business models and practices 

  

Comments on BC Hydro's and Fortis Reports (responding to Minister's queries)  

The two reports contain a very large amount of material which is hard to digest and independently 
analyze. However I feel I can make the following comments on the findings as follows : 

Query1 

• By its own admission Hydro states the revenue/cost ratio is higher for customers with no 
practical access to natural gas as opposed to those who can heat with gas. Again this goes 
against the equity principles in Hydro's mandate. The best way to deal with this is to return to a 
capacity/flat energy tariff which better reflects capital recovery and operating costs of energy 
production similar to Fortis. 

• As a side comment Hydro is basically operating as a government controlled monopoly in cases 
where residents have no direct access to alternate energy suppliers such as Fortis. Perhaps the 
government should remove this exclusivity through deregulation of the business and allow 
residents access to other electric energy providers through opening up the transmission grid. 

Query 2 

• Obviously if the two tier system is replaced by a flat rate it will be higher than the existing Tier 1 
rate and low energy users who are likely those living in smaller homes and with lower incomes 
will pay slightly more. This however could be alleviated with a capacity charge that could be 
reduced waived for very low consumers. 

• Whatever is done is a balancing act, so the best way to go is to try to better reflect the capital 
recovery and operating costs of generation in the rate structure as opposed to the current 
inequitable system of high users subsidizing low users. 

Query 3 

• BC Hydro correctly states that older single family residences which were built with non - ducted 
electric baseboard heaters tend to be higher users as opposed to more modern homes which are 
more amenable to use of and connected to natural gas. They propose to introduce  options to 
alleviate this such as time of day pricing etc which would be helpful and supported but still 
intend to maintain the two tier pricing system .This approach amounts to tweaking, as opposed 
to fixing the unfair discrimination against higher energy users  by moving to a different rate 
structure or deregulating the transmission system  

Query's 4 & 5 

As illustrated by my own experience (General Comment 4 above) the higher rate schedule for 
larger consumers does not incent capital improvements to reduce energy as the payback periods 
are far too long .As such we need a fairer rate system coupled with: 

• Hydro's existing DSM program such as consumer information on energy use , use of energy star 
appliances and the like 

• Reintroduction of government grants/loans  to improve energy efficiency of older homes, 
installation of heat pumps, solar panels  and energy management devices  
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• A  rate structure which incorporates time of day/off peak  pricing and possibly other innovations 
such as billing  rebates for progressively reducing your energy consumption 

  

Respectfully Submitted   

Graham Williams  

  

 




